Abstract
Introduction

31
Tidal energy is considered a potentially significant contributor to the 32 UK's energy mix, with estimates ranging from 15.7 TWh/year [1] and 20.6 33 TWh/year [2] which would account for 4.6% to 6.1% of the UKs electricity 34 requirements [3] . With several commercial scale prototypes tested in isola-35 tion, the focus of the hydrodynamic research has shifted towards both second 36 generation technologies optimised for specific environments and the interac- of array layouts is given in Draper et al. [19] .
78
Tank testing of tidal arrays to date has been limited, due in part to 79 the difficulty in finding appropriate testing facilities. Myers and Bahaj [20] 80 investigated array layouts through porous disks in a shallow tank with the 81 aim of maximising the flow acceleration through the array. Draper et al.
82
[17] conducted a similar study with the focus on the evolution of the wakes.
83
However, these studies investigated flow acceleration and not the extracted as the work focuses on the wake evolution.
97
Another HAT device study using two in-line three-bladed dynamic tur-
98
Figure 1: MRL turbine prototype used in the experiments described in this paper (top).
The three bladed rotates around the shaft as it can be observed in the bottom figure. In the initial set up one blade is set completely flat while the others two start with a set angle. 
188
The scale models utilised in these tests were by necessity relatively inex-
189
pensive to allow a relatively large number to be constructed and as such, there showed that under load the maximum movement in the frame was < 4 mm. 
Array Layouts
214
Five different array layouts were tested in order to assess the effect of: and L is the cross-stream width (equal to 300mm). for by measuring the variance due to noise using the method described by 240 Richard et al. [27] .
241
To maximise the extent of velocity information from throughout the array, Tests were carried out at the nominal, scaled current speed of 1. :
Note that the central goal of this study is to maximise power output. 
were ω is the angular velocity in rad/s and R is the radius to the axis of 289 blade rotation. 
Scaling and Blockage
291
As there is no prototype scale device against which to scale the MRL 292 turbine, the depth and flow speeds of a typical tidal site of 50 m and 3 ms 
If l is taken to be the channel depth and g is taken to be constant at 306 9.81 ms −1 , the Re and F r numbers for this test and for the nominal site are 307 given in Table 3 . These numbers are in the range of those in similar work
308
[17].
309
Whilst some authors have envisaged that Froude number has minor in-310 fluence in power and thrust (both increase about 3% according to [29] ), the 
324
However, the effects on drag will be severely, in some cases an increase of contrasted with other layouts. shows the evolution of the flow through the turbines. As can be seen there is 
Velocity direction
377
A phenomenon which became apparent during testing was a standing is due to the variability of both inflow velocity through the array and the 396 damping of the individual turbines can be seen.
397
In order examine the variation of damping between devices, the angular 398 velocity is converted to a c p value through equations 5, 6, 7 and 11. Limiting less predictable than those upstream.
409
The u in , ω and P for each turbine in the base-case array are presented 
Inter Array Comparisons
423
The u in , ω and P values for each turbine for the four additional array respectively, with a recovery to within 13% of the upstream value by 12D.
464
The sharp peak in I midway between the front and centre row exists at both 
468
In order to assess which array is the best, three power related metrics are 469 employed. The results of power for each configuration are given in Table 4 . 
521
There is likely to be a 'sweet-spot' within the wavelength of the standing 522 wave that will improve efficiency of downstream devices. This will be at the 523 angle relative to the blade acting primarily in lift (rather than drag) where 524 the flow direction has the effective angle of attack of highest lift coefficient.
525
It was also noted that the pitch angle had a small negative (downward) 526 velocity throughout the measurements. This may in part be due to a small 527 misalignment of the ADV in this plane.
528
A key source of uncertainty in this experimental work was the asymmetry 
542
In addition to this, the wake from the support poles played a large role wavelength.
556
It is still a point of debate as to which metric is best for comparing arrays. tidal sites the direction of flow varies significantly [10] . Hence a test of array 568 sensitivity to off angle flow is a key metric to predict total power over a full 569 tidal cycle.
570
As the first commercial arrays of devices are shortly to become a reality, 
